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LAUNCH YOUR BUSINESS
WITH CONFIDENCE

The Foundation of Your Business Starts With a Complete Formation

When You Can’t Afford Mistakes...
Launch Your LLC or Corporation with Confidence
A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
Since 1997, NCP has helped thousands of small business owners and entrepreneurs launch their business with
confidence and that starts with a complete formation. There are certain patterns of success and patterns of failure
when starting a business.
Let me ask you this: Where do you go first to start a business?
Because there is no branded definition of where to find superior quality help, most new business owners are all over
the board. Some go to their attorney, accountant, financial planner, banker, online, business
license department ...and all give different opinions as to the best approach. Each one is correct in his or her perspective and area of expertise
— but they do not take into account ALL aspects of starting your business.
NCP has done that for you. We have invested heavily in extensive research and systems to give you the best-of-the-best to help you put all the
pieces in place to start with a COMPLETE FORMATION (not to sell you a car without brakes) include support with compliance, taxes, funding
and profits. What makes us very different is that we are the ONLY COMPANY that includes tools to help your business be in COMPLIANCE
from both an ENTITY and BUSINESS CREDIT point of view for one low investment!
Our goal is to help your business be part of the Top 5% that makes it in business 5 years from now (vs the 95% that fail). The #1 reason for
business failure is lack of cash flow. There are many reasons for that...marketing, sales, capitalization. One big reason is the lack of the proper
financial system to keep track of your business.
What is the #1 reason the IRS goes after e-commerce sellers? The lack of financial analytical records (like QuickBooks® or Xero).
Worse yet….is your business a hobby (if it is, NO business write-offs for you), or a business?
Most people enjoy a hobby --- golf, tennis, cooking --- and while they’ll spend money on those activities, they’re not a business. When most
people join a business opportunity or start a business, they don’t consider it a hobby, yet that’s often actually what they create because they
don’t know the rules of the game. But they have a problem: The IRS is getting much tougher on this subject. The #1 reason the IRS goes after
business owners is the failure to use proper analytical records. You’d be well advised to use software like QuickBooks® or Xero to determine
how your business is really operating --- to update your gross revenue, cost of goods sold, and income.
The biggest mistake we see new business owners make is using their online bank balance as their only business financial barometer. First,
that’s the wrong way to make financial decisions. Second, it sends the IRS a very clear message: you are NOT serious about your business.
This single mistake may cause the IRS to consider your business as a hobby. If they do, you cannot write off your hobby’s losses against your
earned income --- and that kills one of the biggest reasons to start a business in the first place.
Make it easy on yourself - team up with the most efficient entity formation/business support partners in the world. Give us a call
today at 1-888-627-7007 or 1-702-367-7373 and you’ll be very glad you did.
Dedicated to your success,
Scott Letourneau

* Up to 95% of New Businesses Fail Within 5 Years...
A bleak statistic that strikes a blow to the core of every aspiring business owner. You, inspired by an infinite number of heartfelt reasons, deserve to beat the odds. And you must do it quickly, before the (thankfully) finite number of threats to your new endeavor overcome you. Your
timely success is more than just money in the bank; it’s security for you and your family, and insurance that you’ll reap the rewards of planting
strategic seeds now, rather than (at best) playing catch-up for the rest of your career. We know the mistakes that nearly every start-up business
makes—and we have the solution…
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5 Essentials for a Complete
Business Foundation
IT ALL – DO IT ONCE – DO IT RIGHT WITH NCP
We’re not just a form service. When you work with NCP, you’re putting nearly two decades of complete small business expertise on your
team. Avoid expensive mistakes and launch your business with confidence by doing it right the first time.
Our affordable and complete launch packages give you the fastest, most reliable start and the best
chance for long term profits and success.
Each solution is tailored to your real goals and needs – not one-size-fits-all

FORMATION
Launch with Confidence
If you’re not sure which state to incorporate in or whether an LLC or other entity is best for your business, you’ve come to the right place.
These are important decisions with real financial and compliance implications. Too many business owners have learned the hard way that
the “default” online incorporation option can lead to expensive trouble later on. Every NCP incorporation package includes a fast and
complete diagnostic session so you can choose the best options for your business with total confidence.
COMPLIANCE
Operate as a Separate Legal Entity
Having an entity like an LLC or corporation in place is an important first step, but there’s much more to running and protecting a com-plete
business. 80-95% of new businesses go under in the first five years. NCP exists to reverse that trend and help entrepreneurs avoid
becoming another failure statistic. With NCP you get a live expert – not an online form robot. NCP can save you tens of thousands by
eliminating the most common (and expensive!) new business mistakes. We cover the bases that the online services miss.
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5 Essentials for a Complete
Business Foundation
TAXES
Maximize Your Business Deductions and Bullet Proof Your Record
Small businesses and home businesses are prime IRS audit targets - do you know for sure that your records will stand up to IRS
scrutiny? Are your personal and business holdings properly documented, separated and protected? A few solid documentation steps
now will keep the IRS off your back and ensure that you KEEP what you earn by capturing every legal deduction you can. NCP offers
complete tools, checklists and support services that give you the competitive edge of certainty in all of these areas.

FUNDING
Secure Money to Start and Grow Your Business
Lack of funding is one of the top reasons for early business failure, but that’s not the only reason why business credit is important.
Clients, suppliers and joint venture partners ALL look at business credit profiles. Many business owners are pleasantly surprised to learn
that they may still qualify for several types of business credit even if they’ve been turned down at the bank. NCP can help you build a
solid profile and connect you with resources that will boost your company’s credibility and fundability.

PROFITS
Leverage Joint Ventures to Secure Your Place In The Top 5%
With thousands of successful incorporations behind us, backed by best practices from the world’s top legal, tax and business strategists,
we know how to get you from where you are to where you want to be – quickly and affordably. The expert resources that come with our
incorporation packages help you start with a complete formation ™ by connecting you with lucrative ideas like joint ventures to spark
steady growth. NCP clears the path and positions your business to make the most profit in the shortest time.
Why We Don’t Offer $99 Incorporating Packages
Most online providers specialize in the few basics you’d need to be able to open a business checking account, like a tax number, articles
of incorporation and an operating agreement. While this may be plenty to get you started at the bank, case histories prove that it’s not
enough to fully establish and protect a healthy business.
Imagine purchasing a car this way… you don’t want wait until you’re zooming towards a
crowded intersection to find out that brakes were optional! Our "complete formation" package includes a complete “no surprises” list of
everything you need to launch with confidence. By the time you add the “extras” to that tempting $99 offer, you’ll find that it gets you more
peace of mind and costs you less to do it right the first time with NCP.
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Launch Your U.S. Business with NCPThe Business Formation Experts
NCP’s comprehensive incorporation, startup and support services are fast, complete and deliver the very best value. We are the
business startup experts!
OUR PURPOSE
To help you launch and grow your business with confidence!
OUR MISSION
We accomplish our purpose by giving your business a Complete Formation and the best chance for success. We’ve been making this
hap-pen for thousands of clients since 1997.
OUR VISION
To take our clients beyond business success. By taking the guesswork and worry out of the startup process, we want to free you up to
achieve more of the things that made you WANT to launch your business – more choices, more freedom, more time with the people who
matter most to you.
OUR VALUES
• Do what is right

• Be accountable

• Communicate clearly

• Be compassionate

• Always improve

• Give first

• Work as a team

• Listen

• Have Fun

• Deliver excellent service

HOW WE OPERATE
What does it mean when we say that our services are fast, complete and deliver the best value? We want you to know what you can
expect when you do business with NCP.
Fast: With thousands of successful incorporations behind us, backed by best practices from the world’s top legal, tax and business
strategists, we know how to get you from where you are to where you need to be – quickly and efficiently.
Complete: When you work with NCP, you work with a live expert – not an online forms robot. We know the right questions to ask to help
you start your business right the first time and avoid costly omissions, mistakes and rework. This includes support with taxes, bookkeeping, immigration, banking, merchant accounts and more with our professional partners.
Best Value: By tailoring your startup package to the real-world requirements of your individual business situation, NCP saves you
hundreds, thousands or even tens of thousands in opportunity costs and overpaid taxes. We save you money today and tomorrow by
covering bases that the online services miss.

NCP Specializes in Helping Guide you to What State
and Entity is Best for Your U.S. Business!
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Launch Your Business

Our Best Value!

Packages

Complete

Package Services: Watch Overview Video

Foundation

Complete

Complete

Formation
Plus

Formation

(miliary or veteran? Ask for special package offers)
30-Minute Consultation & Video to Review Which Entity & State are Best
Preparation and Filing of Incorporation Documents
Unlimited Phone/Email support
24/7 Access to Our Online NCPMembers.com
Registered Agent Service for 12 Months
Expedited Processing Service (state expediting fees may apply)

LLC/Corporation Kit and Seal (including video training to complete record book)
Operating Agreement and Other Customizable LLC/Corporation Forms
Federal Tax ID (EIN) Obtainment Service
2553/8832 Filing (if required)
Priority Shipping
Top 5% Club - Free 30-Day Access (See page 8)
Sandy Botkin Business Survival Tax Package (See page 8)
Business Credit Builder Compliance System (See page 8)
90-Day Fast Start Business Credit Builder System (See page 8)
NCP Members Only Annual Membership
The 5 Essential Components for a Complete Foundation Training -2 hours
Launch with Confidence/Transition Sole Prop. to Corp/LLC-Checklist
Bonus: Estate Planning Bonus Blueprint

PACKAGE PRICE
Prices subject to change

+ State Fees (call for state fees)

$1,597.00
Order Now

$997.00
Order Now

$495.00
Order Now

Start with a Consultation*: $200.00

Schedule 30-minute consultation to review which entity and state are best for your situation. Why leave the two most important decisions about your
entity formation for your business startup to chance? Those are: which state and which entity are best? Why risk “guessing” online by clicking on a
drop down menu. When you work with NCP, part of our COMPLETE package is a 30-minute evaluation where you will go through our “Launch with
Confidence” process and questions to help you make the best decision as to which ENTITY and STATE are best for your business.
*Included in the Complete Packages.

PACKAGE UPGRADE OPTIONS:
1. Foreign (Qualify) Registration: This service includes checking the name for availability in the state of registration, a certificate of good
standing (if required), Registered Agent Service (1 year) in the state of registration, the forms and instructions to foreign qualify, plus live
support with our customer service staff to complete the process. This is an important part of the compliance process for your business.
Foreign (registration) qualification fees are separate. - $295.00
2. Sales Tax System: If you are selling on Amazon and using their FBA (fulfillment by Amazon system) you will need to collect and remit
sales tax in the states where you have sales tax nexus. Our 5 Step Sales Tax System will simplify selling on Amazon for you plus you will
access our service to obtain sales tax permits. Learn more at http://www.nvinc.com/pdf/salestaxsystem.pdf.

Separate fees: All 50 states have a separate filing fee due up front. For example, the Nevada State filing fee is $75. If you incorporate in Nevada, you will be
required to have a state business license; the Nevada State Business License is $200 for an LLC ($500 for a corporation). The initial list of officers is $150.
This list and state business license is due by the end of the month after your filed date. There is only one form and both fees (total of $350 for an LLC and
$650 for a corporation) are due at that time. Dun & Bradstreet ® charges $229 to open a business credit file and to obtain a D-U-N-S Number.
Each state may or may not have its own fee for an initial list, annual report, franchise tax fee that varies from state to state. It is recommended that you
check with your local tax professional after the entity is filed for compliance in your state, local and city level.
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MORE PACKAGE DETAILS
30-Minute Consultation and Video to Determine the Best State and Entity
Schedule 30-minute consultation to review which entity and state are best for your situation. Plus you will have access to our 30-minute video overview also
covering which state and entity is best for you. Why leave the two most important decisions about your entity formation for your business startup to chance? Those
are: which state and which entity are best? Why risk “guessing” online by clicking on a drop down menu. When you work with NCP, part of our COMPLETE
package is a 30-minute evaluation where you will go through our “Launch with Confidence” process and ques-tions to help you make the best decision as to which
ENTITY and STATE are best for your business.
Verify Business Name Availability
We’ll make sure your preferred business name is available in your state of incorporation and do a courtesy Federal Trademark Search. If your desired name is not
available or is there is a conflict, we will contact you for alternate suggestions and keep working with you until we find a solution.
Preparation and Filing of Incorporation Documents
After you review your information and sign off on it we’ll make sure the articles are complete and accurate before we file the incorporating documents with the
Secretary of State on your behalf. You do not have to sign any initial documents, just approve that everything is record and reply to an email.
Unlimited Phone/Email Support
Our highly trained (every Monday we conduct updates and training for our staff) senior business analysts and customer service support team are standing by to
serve you from our Las Vegas, NV headquarters. All phone calls and emails are returned within 24 hours or less.
24/7 Access to Our Online NCPMembers.com
You will have access to our record book videos, audios and FAQs after you form the corporation or LLC. You will have access to additional training on payroll,
estate planning, intellectual property, immigration, tax strategies and so much more with our NCPmembers.com. You will also have access to resolutions to
download for the record book, a compliance interview with a top attorney to make sure you follow the steps to keep your entity in compliance.
Registered Agent Service for 12 Months
A Registered Agent is the contact point if the entity is sued to accept service of process and forward that on to you. Our staff is well trained to handle the service of
process properly plus handle any unwanted inquires. NCP has a 6 step annual renewal process to make sure your company is current with the Secretary of State
plus with your annual registered agent service,
Expedited Processing Service (state expediting fees may apply)
Expedite processing service means your turn- around time for filing your articles is done fast. NCP make it a priority for your order about any non-expedited orders.
There may be additional state fees that apply to expedite your filing and we will let you know your options up front.
NCP’s Complete Corporate or LLC Kit (everything you need for the entity to be in compliance):
• A leather-type professional binder enclosed with a matching slip-case and customized with the entity name on the spine.
• An LLC or corporate seal that is professional and simple to use to help stamp documents that may require authenticity.
• A detailed operating agreement corresponding to the right amount of members and taxation type with schedule A or detailed bylaws for a corporation.
• Minutes and resolutions to complete the required formalities.
• 10 full-page, numbered, custom-made stock or membership certificates printed with the name of the LLC.
• An original membership or stock ledger for keeping accurate records of your corporate shares or LLC units (including instructions).
Operating Agreement and Other Customizable LLC/Corporation Forms
In the LLC or corporate record book you will receive the correct operating agreement. If you choose an LLC that can be taxed with four different options, a disregarded entity, S or C corporation and partnership. Depending upon the taxation selection and number of members will determine the type of operating agreement. The corporation will have the correct operating agreement. You will also have access to all the minutes and resolutions in the record book online.
Federal Tax ID (EIN) Obtainment Service
Businesses are required to have a Federal Tax ID Number, also called an employer identification number (EIN). With NCP’s Tax ID Obtainment Service, we will
obtain your company’s EIN from the IRS once your business formation is approved by the state and you have returned via email the signed SS-4 application. The
typical turn-around time for this service is 1-2 business days after we receive the required signature.
2553/8832 Filing (if required)
An LLC or corporation that is going to be taxed as an S corporation must file form 2553 to the IRS within 75 days the company first had shareholders, started
business or have capitalization. NCP will send you the form to sign and send back for original signature and send it to the IRS certified mail. If the LLC is going to
be taxed as a regular corporation form 8832 is required to be filed and NCP will process that in the same manor as the 2553.
Priority Shipping
NCP will ship your LLC/Corporate record book to you with the filed articles once we receive those back from the secretary of state for two day delivery via the
USPO.
Record Book Online Video Training
You have access to our newly updated video online training on every part of your record book with simple step-by-step instructions. Includes training on an initial
list (when required), initial minutes and meetings, bylaws, operating agreement (matching how many members and taxation type of the LLC), stock ledger and
certificates, 2553 and 8832 when required... to help you with a COMPLETE FORMATION. Questions on any part of your record book? Simply give us a call.
Business Credit Builder Compliance System
You will receive a welcome call from our business credit coaches and access to our online training to help your business stay in compliance and to build business
credit. You will have access to our online membership areas with the checklist and resources for compliance and the business credit bureaus.
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MORE PACKAGE DETAILS
Top 5% Club - Free 30-Day Access

As a Valued NCP Client you will receive access to our Top 5% Club
Membership Program FREE for 30 days*!
How to get decades of lessons learned in one instant resource. Introducing... The Top 5%
Club Membership
•
•
•
•
•

Get Decades of Lessons - Learned in One Instant Online Resource
Advanced Entity Structuring Strategies
Estate Planning and Asset Protection Strategies
Learn the Fastest Way to Leverage OPM (Other People’s Money)
Strategies for International Business Owners Doing Business in the U.S.
Overcome the Pattern of Overwhelm & Confusion
• Marketing Makeover - a Recession-Proof Strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Strategies to Help You Safeguard Your Net Worth
Strategies to Grow Your Profits Fast
Learn How to Protect Your Investments and Real Estate
Funding Strategies for Your Business
Get Massive Traffic to Your Web Site
The “Triple Overlap” of Profits, ROI & Cash Flow
Plus Many Other Strategies from World Class Experts

You Have 100% FULL ONLINE ACCESS:
• Over 70 Online Interviews & Transcripts with World-Class Experts
• Plus Other Strategies to Grow and Protect Your Business

• Over 60 Online Newsletters Filled with Cutting-Edge Strategies

Plus You will Also Receive:
• Access to Our Next Month’s Business Asset Protection & Growth Training online and Monthly Strategy Session Article
• Free One-On-One Call-In Day Per Month With Scott Letourneau, NCP CEO
After your 30-day trial period expires, you will become a paid member for $47/month

NCP Members Only Annual Membership

Access to our online powerful resources guide to help grow your business and protect your assets.

Here are all the important areas covered in the NCPMembers.com free annual membership with NCP*:
• Videos that walk you through each part of the LLC or Corporate record book, including the operating agreement/bylaws, minutes and meetings, important
resolutions and issuing stock or membership interests
• FAQs in audio format to help answer your most important “next step” questions
• Fast Start to a Complete Foundation Webinar which covers formation, compliance, taxes, funding and profits
• Payroll Webinar by ASMDP, including all the compliance issues with payroll at a state and federal level
• Fast Start Checklists, including our comprehensive checklist for starting a new business
• Compliance Training for Your Business, including how to protect your intellectual property, U.S. tax responsibilities for foreign owners and how to establish a
retirement plan for your company
• Success Center Designed to also Help Your Business Get Off to a Fast Start to Profits!
• Business Resources and Forms, including Starting Your Business; Accounting WorkshSeMets; Evaluating/Negotiating the Deal; Marketing; Sample Employee
Policies; Employee Management; Compensation & Benefits; Recruiting & Hiring; and Firing & Termination

The 5 Essential Components of a Complete Foundation Training

You’ll have Access to Powerful, 2-hour Online Training.
This powerful online training via a webinar is available for you to register at several times during the day.
This is a big help as you will learn the steps to get your business up and running with ALL 5 essential components for
complete business foundation. The 5 essentials include formation, compliance, taxes, funding and profits.
• Strategies for a complete formation including filing of DBA names, capitalization and type of entity options.
• Insights on how to keep the entity in compliance from a legal, tax, and business credit point of view.
• How to maximize the meals, travel and entertainment expenses for the entity and how to bullet proof your records from
an IRS audit.
• The best ways to build business credit and get in a position to secure more funding for your business,
• How to generate more profits for your business through the power of joint ventures (you will learn
leverage OPR (other people’s resources). Plus access to our best resources to help your business grow!

to

Launch with Confidence Checklist

There are several other steps involved to complete the process and this checklist was developed to help you save time and money and to be protected properly.
The checklist is broken into seven important sections.
• LLC/Corp in Nevada and the Foreign Registration (Qualification) Process
• LLC/Corp in Your Home State Process
• LLC for Safe Assets (Stock Ownership, Gold, Silver…Cause No Direct Liability) • LLC for Real Estate (to Hold and Invest, or to Flip)
• International Clients LLC/Corporation in Nevada
• Additional Important Steps
• Contact Information

The Transition from a Sole Proprietorship to a Corporation or Limited Liability Company Checklist

You may have formed a DBA (doing business as) or similarly to a fictitious firm name when you started your business. Now that you are forming a separate entity
for your business it is important to make a complete transition to a separate legal entity. This simple checklist will make sure you do just that!
• Connect DBA name to the new entity
• New bank accounts
• Updating vendors
• Updating business licenses
• Updating chart of accounts
• New EIN number
• Updating business cards
• Plus much, much more
* The annual membership to NCPmembers.com and access to Fast Start to ProfitsSM online training are free as long as you maintain your registered agent service with NCP.
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Included in All Packages:

Business Credit Builder Compliance Online System

• Complete a Business Credit Compliance Review with our Team.
• Insider Secrets to Personal Credit Repair to Help Raise Your Personal Credit Score to Help Your Business Secure More Funding (by the Best/Highest Paid
Credit Training in the U.S.).
• Compliance Steps for Your Business from a Business Credit Point of View and Resources for Each Step.
• The Steps to Establish a Solid Business Credit Profile with D & B®, Corporate Experian® and Corporate Equifax®.

Complete Formation Plus Package Details:
KEEP THE IRS OFF YOUR BACK

Sandy Botkin Business Survival Tax Package
• 6 DVDs covering:
8 hours of small Business Tax Tips Designed to Put More Profits in Your Pocket
• 137 Tax Strategies on How to Maximize your Meals, Travel and Entertainment Expenses
• 175-page Tax Reduction Workbook
- Complete with written steps corresponding to the CDs trainings, including flow charts and IRS code.
• TaxBot Electronic Diary - store and track all your business records through your Smartphone with this online program
• Unlimited Tax Consulting for 12 months to answer any questions you may have about the training to help you implement.
• Self-Insured Medical Reimbursement Plan: Helps you legally deduct your medical expenses, dollar for dollar as a medical expense!
• An Employment Contract to help protect your business when hiring employees.
• Special Report: How to Structure Workers as Independent Contractors vs. Employees.

Complete Foundation Package Details:

The 90-Day Fast Start Business Credit Builder System

• Complete a Business Credit Compliance Review Consultation with a Business Credit Coach.
• Insider Secrets to Personal Credit Repair to Help Raise Your Personal Credit Score to Help Your Business Secure More Funding
(by the Best/Highest Paid
Credit Training in the U.S.).
• Compliance Steps for Your Business from a Business Credit Point of View and Resources for Each Step. • Establish a Solid
Business Credit Profile with D & B®, Corporate Experian® and Corporate Equifax®
• 90-Day Access to Our Business Credit Building Platform to Build Vendor and Cash Lines of Credit
• 90-Day Support with a Certified Business Credit Coach
• Vendor Applications for Vendor Credit that all Report to the Business Credit Bureaus.
• Cash Lines of Credit Resources and Options for each Stage of Your Business.
• Fast Start Training for the 5 Essential Elements for a Complete Foundation

SPECIAL PACKAGE BONUS

Estate Planning Blueprint - By Attorney/CPA Joseph Dadich
If you own a home, have retirement assets, loved ones you want to leave your values and assets with
when you pass on, then you can discover the most powerful Estate Planning Strategies to protect your
assets from thieves and unyielding in-laws. You will receive the following powerful bonuses:
• A 30-minutes consultation to cover a 15-point review to ensure your assets are protected from creditors
and your kids will never have the State (or unwanted family members) raise them if you are gone with
attorney/CPA Joseph Dadich ($499 Value)
• Autographed copy of new book Celebrity Estate Plans Gone Bad - Secrets Every Woman Needs
• FREE Life-Saving Medical Release document ($477 Value) - (authorize someone to get access to
medical records)
• FREE VIP WILL ($677 Value) - (will help to distribute property, nominate a representative…at least put your intentions in
writing (don’t let the State dictate how your assets will be distributed…still need a living trust to avoid probate)
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The Process and Steps Involved to
Establish the Complete Corporate/
LLC Package for You:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Consultation with NCP Senior Business Analyst
a. Understand your business and what you want to accomplish.
b. Determine which package is best for your situation.
c. Explain the process to get started and what happens after you get started.
d. Payment and verification of your order via email.
Schedule 30-minute evaluation and video review as to which entity and state is best for your situation.
Send you a verification email to confirm the entity information and reply back to NCP.
Process your order to customer service.
Check name for availability in state of formation (if you upgrade to Nevada we will check it in Nevada and the state of foreign
registration). We will also check the name for conflicts with the federal trademark office.*
File the Articles for the LLC/corporation.
Complete the LLC/Corporate record book, with matching operating agreement/bylaws, minutes and resolutions, membership/stock
certificates and LLC/corporate seal (domestic shipping included).
a. Includes a 30-minute record book review with our customer service staff and access to our online videos to help you complete each
section of the record book.
Registered Agent Service (for one year). It is the Registered Agent’s responsibility to accept service of process on behalf of the
entity and forward that on to you.
File the SS4 form with the IRS to obtain the EIN number. You will receive the SS4 form to complete via
email. After we receive it back we will obtain the EIN number and call you with it.
Consultation to review the Business Credit Compliance Review to Build Business Credit.
The Top 5% Club 30-day free membership. (See details in The Top 5% Club description, Page 8.)
Support: You have unlimited phone and email support on any forms produced by our office. Any tax questions may be answered
through our Tax and Bookkeeping Programs with our CPA firm. Any strategy questions may be answered during the Top 5%
Club call-in days. These are twice a month where you receive free consultation in 10-15 minute segments as part of the Top 5% Club
membership.
a. 5 Essential Components for a Complete Foundation Training -2 hours - Recorded and available online to help answer most of
your important questions and help you understand the process from the transition from a sole proprietorship to a separate legal
entity and beyond. Including tips on capitalization, funding, bookkeeping, estate planning, structuring, DBA names, business
licenses and much, much more!
b. Launch with Confidence Checklist - seven sections of information to save time and money and be protected properly.
c. Transition from a Sole Proprietorship to Entity Checklist - make a complete transition to a separate legal entity with this simple
checklist.
d. NCPmembers.com - free membership site filled with strategies and tips for your LLC and corporation.
e. Emails with important tax and other reminders throughout the year.
Access to our professional resources. As a valued client you will receive direct access to our professionals including, tax, legal,
payroll, IP and immigration.
Special Package Bonus “Estate Planning Blueprint” by Attorney/CPA Joseph Dadich. See page 9.

* A complete Trademark search is separate if requested (a complete search is $450 and takes about 3 business days. If a conflict, you
will be referred to a law firm). Fees to file the federal trademark are separate.

Total Investment: See Packages on Page 6
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SEPARATE FEES:

Initial Lists or Statement of Information: Some states do have a separate list/report/statement of information due after the filing of the
articles. This varies from state to state and those fees are separate.
State or Local Business Licenses. Each state may require a state business license or in most cases a local or
city business license or permits. All of those fees are separate.
Incorporating in Nevada:
Nevada List of Officers/Managers: A $150 fee is due to the Secretary of State in Nevada. The list is due the last day of the month after
the date of incorporation. You will have this form in your record book when it is shipped to you and you may fax this to our office and pay
with a credit card to make this convenient.
• Example: If the LLC is filed in December, this fee and the Nevada State Business License would be due by the end of January.
Nevada State Business License: A $200 fee for an LLC and $500 for a corporation is due to the Secretary of State in Nevada. This fee is
due at the same time we file the initial list of officers/managers (see description above) for your new Nevada entity.
Top 5% Club Monthly Membership: You will pay $47 per month after your 30-day trial. Example: If you incorporate in the month of
January, your free trial will be the month of February and at the beginning of March you would begin paying $47 monthly. You may cancel
any time by sending an email to support@ LaunchWithConfidence.com. You will receive access to all the past world class interviews,
transcripts and newsletters immediately once you register to help grow and protect your business.
Dun & Bradstreet ® Small Business Starter Package. This is required to obtain a D-U-N-S Number and open a file for reporting. The
$229.00 is paid directly to Dun & Bradstreet®. This is recommended as part of our goal to help you build business credit.

ANNUAL RENEWAL FEES:

Registered Agent Fee: $200 in Nevada ($189 in other 49 states) for continued Registered Agent service.
State Annual Report: Each state has its own annual reports/lists and fees associated with them. Those fees vary
from state to state and are separate.
If you form an entity in Nevada in addition to foreign (qualify) registering in another state, here are the fees for Nevada annually:
Nevada Secretary of State’s Annual List of Officers/Managers Fee: $150 due for the filing of the annual list. NCP will facilitate this for
you on an annual basis.
Nevada State Business License Fee: $200 for an LLC and $500 for a corporation is due to the Nevada Secretary of State. This is paid
at time of your annual renewal for the Annual List of Officers/Managers. NCP will facilitate this for you on an annual basis.
Annual Tax Return Responsibilities: NCP will recommend you to our trusted tax firm that has tremendous tools and support to do as
much of the bookkeeping and taxes that you require or all the details.
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Attention International Business Owners:
Looking to Incorporate in the United States? NCP has a Complete Turnkey
Program for you to do Business Properly, including Tax and Immigration
Support. Contact us at 001-702-367-7373 or
Email us at support@LaunchWithConfidence.com for more details.

Additional Services to Help You Launch Your Business with Confidence:

• Sales Tax System – Help keep your Amazon FBA business in compliance with sales tax requirements with our simple system.
• Joint Venture Training – Master the most powerful way to leverage your time and money to grow your business.
• Trademark Search – Protect your company name and other intellectual property from the start.
• Business Credit Builder Program – Don’t leave your business standing “financially naked.” Properly built business credit will put
your business in a position to secure more cash and vendor credit to grow.
• Merchant Account Services – Don’t risk having your merchant account being shut down. You will be referred to the pros that
understand fluctuations in revenue who will help you save money.
• Payroll Services – Take advantage of NCP’s group buying power and how we can save you money with a national payroll
company’s fees and services.
• Foreign Qualification – Doing business in another state? Need to foreign register (qualify) to do business in that state? NCP is here
to help make sure you stay in compliance.
• Tax and Bookkeeping Support – Make sure you run your business as a business not a hobby. Our packages with support you with
QuickBooks training, CPA support and your tax returns complete for you. See details at: http://nvinc.com/pdf/ncptaxes.pdf
• Nevada Business Address & Office Services – Are you looking to establish an office presence in Las Vegas? We have a full service
office support services including answering your phones to forwarding your mail. A consultation is recommended to help you
determine if your business will qualify to be based in Nevada or not.

It’s a No-Brainer.

NCP offers more value than any other company to help
you Launch Your Business with Confidence!
We’ll help boost you to the Top 5% that are still in
business and profitable five years from now!
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Our CEO and Founder: Scott Letourneau
Throughout the United States and worldwide, successful entrepreneurs turn to only one person when they
want to establish their company in the United States. They want the one person who they know can deliver
a truly turnkey experience to position themselves for profits and success. That person is Scott Letourneau!
Scott is the prominent entrepreneur and CEO who founded Nevada Corporate Planners, Inc. in 1997. He
also founded the complementary Fast Business Credit, Inc. 2003, again with great success.
In addition, Scott is a busy lecturer, consultant and author, who is recognized worldwide for helping entrepreneurs launch their business with confidence.
You will learn from Scott’s diverse expertise and complete turnkey business solution, along with his comprehensive and ever-growing list of powerful business resources. These are the very elements that have allowed his 6,500+ clients, both
domestic and abroad, to incorporate their business with confidence, “propelling their business on a fast start to profits!”
Scott is the only speaker offering a solution to help clients accomplish two goals: to grow net worth and profits in the shortest period of time and to sustain and protect your net worth as it builds and accumulates.
Scott has a BA in Finance, a Masters Practitioners Degree in NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming, the study of patterns of success) and
is the author of “The Insider’s Guide to Incorporating Your Business and Protecting Your Assets!” He is also a contributing author
for the book from Entrepreneur Magazine’s Start Up series; “Start Your Own Information Marketing Business – Your Step-by-Step
Guide to Success.”
He has appeared on hundreds of trainings for other organizations throughout the world, eager to tap into his expertise and experience.

Information Required In Order to Set Up Your Company:
•
•
•
•

Name
Business phone number
Email address
Physical address to ship the record book

•
•
•
•

Mailing and physical address
Cell phone number
Any additional contacts in our system (perhaps your or your spouse’s information)
Payment by credit card or wire

LLC or Corporation Information:

• Name of the company (three choices)
• Name of the Manager for LLC and Director for Corporation
• Business address of the Manager or Director • Nature of the Business
• SSN to obtain the EIN Number
• How many members, if LLC
• Date when payroll to start (if applicable)

Time Frame to Set Up Your Company

1. Upon package selection and payment we will schedule your 30-minute appointment within 1-3 business days to review what state
and entity is best for you.
2. We will process your order.
3. We will send you a verification email to confirm the entity information. Upon your review and reply back to NCP we will process your
order to the Customer Service department for filing.
4. Articles will be filed in the appropriate state after name availability is confirmed.
5. Filing time frame depends upon the state (you will receive an estimate upon your order for filing time).
6. You will receive the complete record book with articles within 3 business days upon articles being received back from filing at the
Secretary of State.

Take the Next Step to Get Started Now
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What Others Say About Doing Business with NCP:
“The Nevada Corporate Planners package was a great investment for my business... And boy, when Scott says the process is
streamlined to fasttrack your business, he’s not kidding. The Nevada Corporate Planners team has been incredibly helpful in
setting up a great foundations for my U.S. Corporation. The package has allowed me to access the incredible U.S. market... and
build my Australian business as well.”
- Rachel Quilty on Setting up a U.S. Corporation in the U.S.
“I definitely suggest working with Scott and his team. They are switched on and they know what they are doing. They’ve got a
huge amount of resources to even help launch your online business as well.”
- Dean Mahoney, Australia
“…As I note in my best-selling book, “Lower Your Taxes: BIG TIME,” if you are going to incorporate, you should seriously
consider doing so in Nevada. When I get asked which incorporating companies I would recommend doing this, without
hesitation I recommend Nevada Corporate Planners as being among the best.”
– Sandy Botkin, Tax Attorney and Certified Public Accountant Author of “Lower Your Taxes – BIG TIME”
“Great service. I looked into cheaper companies that I could use to form an LLC online. But, I am very happy that I chose NCP. I
am confident in the fact that my paperwork is in order and I will be protected. The provided materials are superb. Thank you.”
– Jessica Frey, California
“I would best describe the service provided by NCP as “Turnkey.” Just follow the guidance and respond to reminders and you
can’t go wrong.”
– Janet Jones, Washington
“Quickly established 7 businesses for me and offered good advice regarding the cost/benefit balance between liability management strategies, corporate administration requirements, tax management strategies, and corporate credit building strategies.”
– Jeanette M. Hammond, Illinois
“Having used their services previously for another business, I once again turned to NCP to help form my latest venture. Their
knowledge and professionalism in the corporate formation process is top-notch, and I highly recommend them to those wanting
to form a legal business entity.”
– John Pangere, Indiana

For more video and audio testimonials
Go to http://www.nvinc.com/testimonials
Nevada Corporate Planners, Inc.
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